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Abstract  
 
Understanding how to correctly use a dataset requires knowledge of how the dataset was collected, 
processed, aggregated, georeferenced, structured, classified and/or distributed.  Furthermore, in order 
to analyse and derive knowledge from data, an analyst often needs to inspect related pieces of informa-
tion, their relations and how they are related to the key issue at hand.  No current available geographic 
information systems allow users to work with and explore all forms of pertinent semantic information, 
including but not limited to metadata, domain  ontology, taxonomy, folksonomy, classification scheme, 
data schema and workflow.  Towards developing such a system, we integrated a full-blown semantic 
toolkit, NeOn, with a well-known GIS architecture, uDIG.  Both are open source projects developed 
on an open, extensible platform known as the Eclipse Plug-in Framework.  The framework enforces 
modular, pattern programming, which makes extension and integration of compliant systems effort-
less.  uDIG provides the functionality to manage, edit and visualize geospatial data while NeOn pro-
vides the ability to similarly work with semantic information.  Either one enables users to leverage the 
power of Web 2.0.  uDIG can display information from WMS, WMS-C and WFS while NeOn can 
query online knowledge bases, natural language processing Web services as well as ontology alignment 
Web services.  We demonstrate the capability of our integrated tool with two use cases: exploring land 
cover classification and understanding a family heritage.  Our tool allows users to discover how land 
cover classification of New Zealand evolved over time and what are the possible geospatial implica-
tions.  The second use case illustrates ability of our tool to leverage the power to Web 2.0 to construct 
the cultural heritage of a family and support exploration of the family tree and related Web resources 
semantically and geographically.  Our tool does not yet support all forms of semantic information, 
such as a folksonomy or a workflow, but its open architecture means no limits to its extension.  
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